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I. Introduction 

Foreign exchange risk management of financial institutions first  came 
to the fore wi th the internationalization of the banking business during 
the 1960s. The advent of the floating exchange rate environment in the 
early 1970s considerably increased exchange risk for international 
players, a fact which was suddenly brought to the attention of the gen-
eral public by the failure of the German Herstatt Bank in 1974. The 
main reason for this bankruptcy was the large positions the bank had 
taken in the foreign exchange market, which turned against i t (von 
Hägen,  1992). One indicator of the importance of the disruption that this 
single event caused in the international financial markets is the unusual 
deviation from covered interest rate parity, observed throughout the 
world in the aftermath of the crisis. Since then, most regulators in indus-
tr ial countries have limited banks' potential to take open foreign 
exchange positions. 

However, most recently the international financial community seems to 
have entered a new era of foreign exchange (forex) risk regulations. The 
G-10 and the European Union push forward  to harmonize national 
market risk, including forex risk, regulations. Moreover, an increasing 
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number of newly industrializing and developing countries are moving to 
introduce or reform foreign exchange exposure limits, at the same time 
as they make their currencies more convertible and develop domestic for-
eign exchange markets (Hartmann,  1994). The purpose of the present 
paper is to describe and discuss current forex risk regulations and recent 
proposals to harmonize them in industrial countries. Although i t is only 
one type of market risk, meaning the risk entering bank portfolios 
through fluctuations in market values of assets, liabilities or off-balance-
sheet items, this article mainly focuses on forex risk alone. Other market 
risks, such as interest rate risk, share or commodity price risk are only 
considered where they are related to forex risk and its regulation. 

Although i t is also refrained  from a comprehensive survey some salient 
points of the theoretical literature on banking regulation and capital ade-
quacy requirements are briefly reviewed in the next section.1 Since the 
recent proposals to harmonize national forex risk regulations in a large 
number of industrial countries are formulated in a capital adequacy fra-
mework, i.e., establishing quantity restrictions on bank portfolios varying 
wi th the amount of own funds, the section puts emphasis on the question 
of the effectiveness  of these restrictions in general in achieving reduced 
bank failure probabilities from a portfolio-theoretical  perspective and 
also derives some basic conditions they have to meet in order to do so.2 

These conditions provide criteria for the evaluation of concrete applica-
tions of this approach to different  risk types in bank portfolios, for exam-
ple forex risk as addressed in the remainder of the paper. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I I I sketches and 
compares the forex risk regulations in 15 industrial countries before har-
monization. Section IV describes the contents of the recent proposals and 
decisions to harmonize forex risk regulations in G-10 countries and the 
European Union (EU) as well as some reactions of market participants 
and academic researchers to them. Two subsections deal w i th the new pre-
commitment approach and the public disclosure regime recently adopted 
by New Zealand. Finally, we look at the relationship between forex expo-
sure limits, capital controls and exchange rate variability. 

ι For deeper surveys of the theoretical literature on prudential capital adequacy 
regulations, see for example Berger  et al. (1995), Bhattacharya et al. (1995), Dewa-
tripont  and Tirole  (1993), di  Cagno (1990), Morgan  (1992), Schweizerische  Ge-
sellschaft  für  Statistik  und Volkswirtschaft  (1995). 

2 This paper deals mainly wi th capital adequacy regulations in the proper sense, 
although one has to keep in mind that they are only a special case of quantity 
restrictions. Therefore,  many of the theoretical points usually apply to these 
restrictions in general, whether they relate to banks' own funds or not. 
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II. Theory of Banking Regulation 
and Capital Adequacy Requirements 

1. The  Rationale  for  Regulating  Banks 

Banks in the classical sense are financial institutions issuing short-run 
deposits and granting more long run credits. In doing this they perform 
two important macroeconomic functions. First, they intermediate 
between savers and investers. Second, they provide part of the money 
stock in the economy. Optimal risk-return management of bank portfo-
lios implies that deposits are covered only partially by equally l iquid 
assets. This makes banks vulnerable to runs, sudden and massive with-
drawals of deposits, possibly leading to i l l iquidi ty which can cause 
bankruptcy. The theoretical literature has identified two main sources of 
bank runs in fractional reserve systems, information asymmetries 
between bank managers and depositors (Chart  and Jagannathan, 1988) 
and purely self-fulfilling  expectations on deposit withdrawals (Diamond 
and Dybvig, 1983). 

What is more alarming from a macroeconomic point of view is that 
individual bank failures can lead to a general banking crisis, affecting  a 
larger part of the financial sector. This is for two related reasons. First, 
banks borrow and lend heavily among each other to manage their short-
term deficits and surpluses of liquidity, creating a complex network of 
credit relationships wi th in the financial sector itself. Second, depositors' 
expectations of their own bank's situation are not independent of what is 
happening in other banks. Hence, one bank's failure can trigger others' 
failures, either because the latter have assets wi th the former,  or because 
the depositors react to the news of a run going on elsewhere (contagion). 
Through these mechanisms, the failure of a bank, either sound or 
unsound, can cause a temporarily self-enforcing  chain-reaction that can 
possibly affect  many sound banks (systemic risk).3 In other words, a 
single bank failure can have quite important external costs. A ful l scale 
financial crisis w i l l erase a considerable part of the total stock of wealth 
and disrupt the intermediation process between savings and investment 
as well as the l iquidity provision to firms and households ("credit 
crunch"). Since most of these costs are external  to banks' managers the 
overall risk allocation w i l l be suboptimal, the degree of systemic risk 

3 However, because of "fl ight to quality" by the depositors, contagion w i l l stop 
at some point before the whole banking sector is erased. 
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wi l l be higher than socially optimal.4 This appears to be the main argu-
ment for prudential regulation, treating the banking sector differently 
from most other sectors in the economy.5 

As the major problems in banking regulation come from the expected 
external costs of bank failures, standard economic reasoning suggests 
that the optimal economic policy should aim at equalizing expected pri-
vate and social costs. This should decrease the individual banks' portfo-
lio riskiness, and thus, lower systemic risk. The standard policy response 
to such an externality problem would be to implement a (Pigou) tax 
system wi th individual banks' tax rates depending on their capital, risk 
management skills, and portfolio risk. However, such a risk tax scheme 
faces obvious practical limitations. 

In practice, regulators have reacted in five basic ways to the problems 
discussed above: 

- Limit ing market entry to increase the "franchise value" of banking 
licenses; 

- Monitoring banks' activities wi th a view to shutting them down when 
they are insolvent; 

- Providing emergency l iquidi t iy assistance for solvent banks in times of 
unexpected withdrawals (lender of last resort) ; 

- Insuring deposited amounts against bank failures; and 

- Explicit ly restricting licensed banks' business, ranging from the prohi-
bit ion of certain activities to deposit rate ceilings and to capital ade-
quacy requirements. 

In most industrialized countries, a mix of all five instruments is used 
(Dale, 1982). 

The overall goal of equalizing (expected) social and private costs in 
banking implies that any policy response to the externality problem - be 
i t a tax regime or some other scheme - should meet the subgoal of com-
prehensiveness,  i.e., all risks (in the context of the respective total portfo-

4 Proponents of "free banking" argue that the market participants themselves 
w i l l develop protective institutions spontaneously. See, for example, the discussion 
in Dowd (1994). Kaufman (1987) points to a benefit of banking crises. When gov-
ernments are forced to step in and evaluate the "true" net worth of each bank, 
then information asymmetries between managers and depositors are removed. 

5 Another argument is investor protection, in particular the protection of small 
retail bank depositors. Dewatripont  and Tirole (1993) put this objective at center 
stage. 

13 Kredit und Kapital 2/1997 
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lio) must be considered. If not, economically rational banks would shift 
their activities to the unregulated risks, leaving the externality or stabil-
i ty problem unresolved. The comprehensiveness requirement is to be 
understood in a static as well as in a dynamic sense. That is to say, i t 
should not only cover risks coming from standard instruments but should 
also be readily adjustable to new types of risks arising from innovations. 
Similarly, coherence  is implied, meaning that equal risks should be treat-
ed equally (or unequal risks unequally).6 Of course, at the same time the 
regulation should not negatively affect  other factors determining the 
banking sector's efficiency.  One is that i t should not impede  competition. 
This means i t should not create "undue" barriers to market entry or dis-
courage incumbent banks from developing and applying state-of-the-art 
risk management techniques.7 Furthermore, the regulatory  burden  on 
banks should be held  at a minimum , given that the goals can sti l l be 
achieved. This is related to the optimal " dosing "  of the tax implicit in any 
regulation. If i t is too high, then bank business would be unnecessarily 
constrained or, in the case where dynamic comprehensiveness is not met, 
there are incentives for banks to develop instruments which are not, or 
only partly, covered by the regulation in order to avoid its costs or gain 
additional returns to compensate for them.8 If the tax is too low, the 
(expected) social costs of bank failures are not sufficiently  reduced. 

I t is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a thorough discussion of 
all national regulatory practices regarding these criteria. However, one 
problem associated wi th the government interventions may be pointed 
out. In many industrialized countries one finds a (semi) public deposit 
insurance scheme wi th fixed premia per currency unit deposited (Dale, 
1984; Carisano,  1992).9 Small deposits are explicitly  covered, but observ-
ers generally regard most large deposits as implicitly  insured, since gov-
ernments are usually ready to bail out big banks in trouble ("too big to 
fail" argument). In fact, such an arrangement removes the possibility of 
crises in practically all bank-run models, such as Chart  and Jagannathan 

6 The issue of coherence is addressed more carefully further  below. 
7 Some economists draw from empirical support for the "charter value hypothe-

sis" (Keeley , 1990), claiming a negative correlation between monopoly rents in 
banking and the riskiness of bank portfolios (as measured by capital ratios), the 
conclusion that market entry to banking should  be restricted. 

8 See Gardener (1991, pp. 103 f.) for a brief  discussion of the relationship 
between bank regulation and financial innovation. 

9 An exception is Germany, where banks belong to private deposit guarantee 
funds set up by banking assocations. The French deposit insurance scheme is 
private, as well. The FDIC Improvement Act from 1991 provides for some risk-
sensitivity of deposit insurance premia in the United States (Goldstein , 1995). 
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(1988) or Diamond  and Dybvig (1983). But this benefit comes at a cost. I t 
does not solve the principal-agent problem between managers and 
depositors, but only transforms i t in a multi-stage form. The monitoring 
task is shifted from depositors to the insurer, but the latter's managers 
do not risk their own funds but ultimately those of taxpayers, most of 
them being bank depositors. Moreover, as Merton  (1977) points out, the 
value of insurance to the deposit issuer is increasing in its asset risk and 
decreasing in its capitalization. Hence, insured banks w i l l engage in risk-
ier activities on the asset side while maintaining as l i t t le capital as possi-
ble. As long as the insurer is not pricing the contracts he offers  accord-
ing to the risk characteristics of each insured bank, increased risk-
taking w i l l make deposit insurance very costly (moral hazard). Thus, 
flat-rate deposit insurance w i l l require additional  regulation. 

2. Lessons from  Portfolio  Theory  for  Capital  Adequacy  Requirements 

Be it for the l imitation of systemic risk in general or the adverse effects 
induced by flat-rate deposit insurance many of the industrialized coun-
tries attempt to put a cap on the riskiness of bank portfolios, e.g., 
through minimum capital requirements. The rationale for capital ade-
quacy requirements is that, for a given portfolio risk, the higher the own 
funds of the bank the lower the failure probability. However, since port-
folio risk is endogenous economic theory warns of simple  ratios, for 
example those relating the (unweighted) sum of assets to capital. The 
model of Koehn  and Santomero (1980) puts i t in terms of modern portfo-
lio theory. Managements optimizing the expected ut i l i ty of bank portfo-
lios would react to an external l imi t on their capability to leverage by 
decreasing the share of less risky assets and increasing the share of more 
risky assets in their portfolio.  While for more risk averse managers the 
increase in asset risks w i l l be lower than the decrease in the risks related 
to the restriction on leveraging, for less risk averse managers i t w i l l be 
the other way around. Therefore,  the effect  of simple capital ratios on 
the average probability for bank failures is ambiguous, the actual sign 
depending on the distribution of attitudes toward risk among bank man-
agers in the economy. 

Results for more sophisticated capital adequacy ratios are more con-
structive for bank regulation. Kim  and Santomero (1988) show in a simi-
lar portfolio-selection framework  that a vector of "theoretically correct" 
risk-weights for a linear measure of assets in the denominator of the 
capital-to-assets ratio can be found, such that the adverse reshuffling  of 

1 
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portfolios, possibly increasing failure risks, is avoided. However, if the 
weights in the risk-related capital ratio deviate from the "correct" ones, 
then the regulation can be counterproductive as in the case of a simple 
ratio. This defines the term coherence  of a regulation, introduced above, 
more precisely. A coherent regulation uses the "correct" risk weights. An 
incoherent regulation might increase systemic risk. Interestingly, the 
"theoretically correct" risk weights derived by Kim  and Santomero 
(1988) only depend on the risk-return structure of banks' assets and 
deposits and the maximum acceptable bank insolvency risk chosen by 
the regulator, but not on individual banks' risk aversions. 

Elaborating on some restrictive assumptions of the above theories 
Rochet (1992, p. 1160) argues that, in complete markets, even risk-
related "capital regulations (at least of the usual type) are a very poor 
instrument for controlling the risk of banks; they give incentives for 
choosing 'extreme' asset allocations, and are relatively inefficient  for 
reducing the risk of bank failures".  Moreover, he finds that actuarially 
determined, i.e., risk-related, deposit insurance premia are the "correct" 
instrument. This can be interpreted as one version of the portfolio-risk 
tax to counter external costs of bank failures suggested above.10 

In the case of incomplete financial markets, Rochet (1992, pp. 1155ff.) 
finds that the general result from  Kim  and Santomero (1988) is repeated, 
if risk-weights are not completely "market-based". However, if risk 
weights are proportional to the betas, as known from standard portfolio 
theory - i.e., related to the covariability of the respective assets' return 
wi th that of the market portfolio - then failure probabilities decrease 
without inducing banks to select portfolios inefficiently.  Hence, if market 
incompleteness is a reasonable assumption, this latter result could be 
taken as an argument for a comprehensive "market-based" capital ade-
quacy regulation.11 The main lesson from portfolio theory therefore  is 

1 0 For discussions of the problems related to risk-adjusted deposit insurance 
premia, see Carisano  (1992), Chan et al. (1992), as well as Freixas  and Rochet 
(1996). 

n Since the 1988 Basle Accord (Committe on Banking Regulations and Super-
visory Practices (CBRSP ), 1988) is an example of a capital adequacy regulation 
l imited to credit risks of banking assets (and off-balance-sheet  items) alone, this 
would provide a theoretical basis for proposals to amend i t for market risks 
(BCBS;  1993b, 1995a,b,c), although even after its introduction "marking to the 
market", as opposed to "historical cost accounting", would remain somewhat 
incomplete {Tirole,  1994). For a discussion of the problems related to marking to 
the market in capital adequacy regulations, see Beattie et al. (1995) as well as 
Dewatripont  and Tirole (1993, Chap. 10.3). We shall come back to the Basle 
proposals and decisions in section IV. 
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that risk weighting is essential for capital adequacy requirements to 
achieve the aim of reducing systemic risk. Items which add a larger part 
to overall portfolio risk need to require more capital than items which 
contribute less to overall portfolio risk. This criterion, which holds in 
general, can now be applied to the practice of foreign exchange risk 
regulations. 

III. Current Foreign Exchange Risk Regulations 
in Industrial Countries 

Foreign exchange risk is the risk entering bank portfolios through fluc-
tuations of exchange rates. Banks may be exposed to forex risk through 
currency positions from their more traditional lending business (e.g. 
credits denominated in foreign currencies) or through currency positions 
from their activity in securities dealing (e.g. trading book in foreign 
bonds, shares or currency options) or through currency positions from 
non-dealing participations in foreign companies or subsidiaries (struc-
tural positions).12 Forex risk is one type of market risk, possibly related 
to other types of market risks such as interest rate risk. (Of course, items 
due to market risks may also be due to other risks such as credit (coun-
terparty) risk). Forex risk taking by banks was limited by many national 
prudential regulators some time after the advent of floating exchange 
rates. In this section we dwell on the details of national forex risk regu-
lations, as they stood unt i l 1995, i.e., before  international harmonizations 
came into effect.  The following section w i l l concentrate on recent steps 
and proposals to introduce minimum standards for forex risk capital 
adequacy requirements in the European Union and the G-10. 

Recent initiatives to harmonize forex risk regulations in industrial 
countries contain limits on banks' forex positions through a capital  ade-
quacy  requirement.  This means that capital (K) must be greater than or 
equal to a certain fraction (α) of the overall foreign currency position 
(py 

(1) κ > aP 

A capital adequacy requirement of a (say 10 percent) translates into a 
forex  exposure  limit  of 1/a (1000 percent). 

12 Structural positions, such as fixed capital assets or securities of subsidiaries 
and participations, are unlikely to be liquidated in the short-run and, hence, dif-
ferent from share-holdings in the trading book. 
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(2) Ρ < — Κ 
α 

However, a forex exposure l imit need not imply a capital adequacy 
requirement, since the former  need not relate to capital, as the case in 
several developing countries {Hartmann,  1994), but can be expressed in 
absolute terms, say in US dollars (Ρ < ρ US$). Moreover, regulators in 
some countries reserve the term exposure l imi t to regulations where 
single currency positions are l imited separately in order to guarantee a 
minimum diversification of currency positions, although a capital ade-
quacy requirement like (1) can be defined for single currency positions 
as well as for overall positions. In order to facilitate international com-
parisons we shall translate all forex risk regulations into exposure limits 
like (2). 

An important issue is how the overall foreign currency position (P) is 
defined. Practices in industrial countries involve three different  meas-
ures. Let Ai j denote the home-currency value of notional asset i  denomi-
nated in currency j  (long positions) and Ly the same for notional l iabi l-
ities (short positions). The first  forex position measure is that used by 
the Bank of Japan, named net aggregate  position  (NAP)  by Levonian 
(1994). 

(3) NAP = 

The apparent feature of this measure is that long and short positions are 
netted, indépendant of the currency in which they are denominated. The 
inherent assumption in this procedure is that the correlation coefficient 
between any two foreign exchange rates is 1. In other words cross-cur-
rency risk is completely ignored.13 

The second overall position measure completely avoids cross-currency 
netting, implying the assumption that cross-currency correlations are 
minus 1. It is the current practice in Germany and was named gross 
aggregate  position  (GAP),  or Bundesbank method. 

(4) GAP e ^ E ^ H J 

13 The Bank of Japan justifies this practice wi th the fact that unt i l quite 
recently the largest part of all forex positions of Japanese banks were in a single 
currency, the US dollar. 
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The Bank of England uses an intermediate approach, which I call 
maximum  aggregate  position  (MAP).  I t sums long and short positions 
separately and then takes the bigger of both values. 

In fact, i t can be proven that MAP is the arithmetic mean of NAP and 
GAP. Roughly speaking, this means that "on average" cross-currency 
correlations have to be 0 (Levonian, 1994). 

To see that MAP = V2 (NAP + GAP) define A = Σ , Σ jA i j and L ξ Σ* E j Ly. 
From (3) and (4) follows that NAP = |A - L\ and GAP = A + L. Moreover, 
\A - L | = max{A ,L } - m in {A ,L } and A + L = max {A ,L } + m in {A ,L } . 
From (5) MAP = max{A, L} . This can be rewritten as max{A ,L } = 
V2 (max{A, L } + max {A ,L } ) = V2 (max{A, L } + max {A ,L } + m i n { A , L } 
- min{A, L } ) = V2(NAP + GAP). 

Table 1 summarizes national foreign exchange risk regulations in 15 
industrial countries (as collected in 1994 and 1995) and puts them into 
perspective wi th recent steps by the European Union and the Group of 
Ten (G-10) to harmonize those regulations. Apparently, three types of 
forex risk regulations can be differentiated.  In a first  group of countries, 
including Belgium, Denmark and the United States, the regulatory 
authorities do not impose explicit limits on banks' forex risk exposure, 
but monitor positions relatively closely and might exert "moral suasion" 
if a bank seems to take undue risks. In a second group of countries 
(Australia and Portugal) forex exposure limits are not public and speci-
fic to each bank. These individual limits depend not only on banks' own 
funds but also on their proficiency and prudence in forex risk manage-
ment as evaluated by the regulatory authority. However, most developed 
countries (Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Switzerland) impose explicit forex exposure limits 
related to banks' capital bases.14 

Practically all countries in the sample use one of the three position 
measures defined above, be i t for an explicit l imit or monitoring pur-
poses alone. The most widely used measure (Australia, Belgium, Den-
mark, Finland, France, New Zealand, Norway, UK) is the Bank of Eng-
land approach (MAP). The Bundesbank approach, GAP, is predominant 
in Germany and its neighbours (Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzer-

14 In the case of the United Kingdom aspects of all three approaches seem to be 
combined. However, UK regulation might come closest to the second appoach. 

(5) 
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land). The use of NAP is l imited to Japan and Norway.15 An important 
issue is which items enter in the position measure (see the comprehen-
siveness criterion in the theoretical section above). I t is reassuring that 
off-balance-sheet  items such as derivatives like forward  and option con-
tracts are widely accounted for.  Some heterogeneity enters through the 
inclusion (or possible exclusion) of structural positions, i.e., those of 
non-dealing nature such as fixed capital assets or securities of subsidi-
aries and participations. Where limits exist they are always related to 
capital, hence expressing these regulations as exposure limits (as in the 
table and equation (2)) or as capital adequacy requirements (equation 
(1)) is equivalent.16 In general, exposure limits relate to the overall posi-
t ion in all currencies, but Finland, France, Norway, and the UK impose 
lower limits on the net position in any single currency in order to avoid 
undue concentration. 

As a general feature, banks due to limits cannot exploit the observed 
correlations between different  currencies in order to lower their capital 
charge.17 As described above, MAP, GAP and NAP imply uniform 
assumptions on the correlations between any two currencies ( - 1 , 0 or 
+ 1). Similarly, possible correlations between exchange rates and other 
market risk sources cannot be taken into account. In contrast to many 
developing countries (Hartmann , 1994), current industrial countries' 
exposure limits are symmetric wi th respect to long and short positions.18 

Most countries seem to agree that banks must comply wi th regulatory 
limits at closing of each business day, leaving them more leeway to 
adjust dealing positions during the normal business hours. In any case, 
the regulatory authorities are hardly able to monitor intra-day positions, 
even if some oblige banks to respect limits at any time. Reporting of 

is Belgium permits the use of MAP and  GAP for banks' internal limits. Norway 
requires banks to comply to different  l imits for the GAP and  the MAP measure. 
Hence both countries appear twice in the above lists. 

16 Where the information was available the table gives some indication in terms 
of the Basle Committee's tier system on the concept of capital used respectively. 
However, because of differences  in national banking systems and accounting rules 
international comparisons of these measures of own funds should be made wi th 
caution (Scott  and Iwahara, 1994). 

i? Exceptions are France and the Netherlands, where some allowances are made 
for positions in EMS currencies (see Table 1). However, at least the Dutch allow-
ances were made inapplicable through the enlargement of EMS exchange rate 
bands in 1993. 

is As discussed in section V, asymmetric forex position limits for prudential 
purposes could - in certain circumstances - increase the amplitude of long-run 
exchange rate fluctuations. 
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positions to the authorities is usually required at longer time intervals 
(monthly or quarterly). Moreover, prudential forex exposure limits for 
banks are often not, or only selectively, applied to non-bank financial 
institutions (see also Goldstein et al., 1993). 

The relative restrictiveness of national regulations mainly depends on 
the definition of the overall position measure (e.g. GAP is, ceteris  pari-
bus, more restrictive than MAP), the definition of capital (e.g. tier 1 is 
more restrictive than tier 2), the percentage l imit (e.g. 30 percent is more 
restrictive than 40 percent of capital) and the rigour wi th which the 
limits are reinforced  by the regulatory authorities. I t appears that a clear 
ordering of all countries is hardly possible, although some countries' reg-
ulations look definitely tougher than others' (e.g. Austria's or Germany's 
limits seem to be stricter than those of France, while the latter's, in turn, 
seem to be more restrictive than Switzerland's). Uncertainties about the 
relative restrictivenesses enter above all through differences  in account-
ing practices (Beattie et al., 1995; Choi  and Levich, 1994; Goldstein, 
1995), the measurement of option positions, the inclusion or not of struc-
tural positions, the relation to capital requirements for other market 
risks or credit r isk 1 9 and the degree of enforcement of limits. For exam-
ple, while Norway's limits look relatively narrow, there is some evidence 
for their violation during 1992 and 1993 (Table 1, last column). 

IV. Recent Efforts  to Harmonize Market Risk Regulations 

In the preceding section and Table 1 foreign exchange risk regulations 
in 15 industrial countries were described. Recent initiatives taken by the 
Basle Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) and the EU Commis-
sion aim at harmonizing prudential market risk regulations, including 
forex risk, in the G-10 and the European Union. In this section we first 
outline the rationale for international coordination of national banking 
regulations and then discuss the recent proposals. 

1. International  Coordination  of  Banking  Regulations 
and the Basle Committee 

Systemic risk, i.e., the danger of contagious bank crises is the main 
reason for (national) banking regulation. In a world where banks are 

19 In most countries though capital requirements for forex risk are simply 
added to the requirements for interest rate or credit risk. 
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trading securities as well as lending and borrowing heavily across 
national borders this risk is not l imited to one jurisdiction. A single 
bank failure in one country can easily spill over in another country. So 
far,  international  systemic  risk  is not different  from national systemic 
risk. However, the existence of nation states can induce additional prob-
lems for the allocation of banking risks. This is because national policy-
makers, when deciding on their regulatory framework,  may care less 
about the expected costs of bank failures in foreign countries than at 
home (similarly Chiappori et al., 1991, p. 101). In such a situation stand-
ard game-theoretic reasoning suggests that, if the number of relevant 
countries is not too large and if national policymakers negotiate national 
regulations, taking the positive or negative external  effects  of each coun-
try's scheme on all others into account, world welfare could be increased. 

The argument is usually made in terms of "regulatory dumping", or 
"competitive deregulation" as Dale (1984, p. 172) calls it. For example, 
some offshore  banking centers are said to keep prudential supervision at a 
low level in order to attract subsidiaries of foreign banks, gambling that 
the protective arrangements of the parent bank's country activate in case 
of problems. However, the argument also works the other way around. 
Countries wi th potentially risk-enhancing "over-regulation" (such as poor 
risk weighting in capital requirements) may impose an (expected) external 
cost on countries wi th successful but more light-handed supervisors. 
Whatever the reason for international risk externalities through national 
bank regulations, "regulatory dumping" or "over-regulation", they repre-
sent a standard argument for international coordination. Considering the 
experiences wi th efforts  in harmonizing different  countries' banking regu-
lations, i t has to be discussed whether ex post coordination through the 
market is actually less efficient  than ex ante coordination through govern-
ment negotiations and international agreements. 

The establishment of the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision 
(BCBS) in 1974 apparently was the first  serious effort  on international 
cooperation in banking regulation on a multilateral basis.20 I t was the 

20 The original name of the Basle Committee, which is located at the Bank for 
International Settlements, was Committee on Banking Regulations and Supervi-
sory Practices (CBRSP). Its members are the 11 G-10 countries (Belgium, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, United States) plus Luxembourg. Each country is represented by its 
central bank and other bodies, if they exist, that are responsible for banking regu-
lation. Decisions are usually taken by unanimous agreement among the members. 
However, they have not the status of international "hard" law (Hayward, 1991, 
p. 67f.; Norton, 1991, p. 94). For descriptions of the Committee's evolution see 
Gardener (1991), Hayward (1991, 1992), Hartmann  (1994) and Kapstein (1991). 
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immediate reaction of regulators to the German Herstatt Bank's failure 
in the same year and the extended discussion of the distribution of its 
international costs. In the following years i t fostered information 
exchange between national regulatory authorities and produced a Con-
cordat (1975) on the distribution of supervisory responsibilities between 
home and host regulators of an internationally active bank. The first 
major achievement of this body was the 1988 Basle Accord (CBRSP,  1988; 
Wiebke,  1992a,b) requiring a minimum capital requirement of 8 percent 
against credit risk, as measured by a weighted sum of bank assets. This 
regulation became fully effective  in the G-10 and Luxembourg at the end 
of 1992, but since 1988 a large number of non-G-10 countries adopted 
similar capital adequacy requirements (Price  Waterhouse , 1991). Since 
the late 1980s the EU also took many steps to harmonize banking regula-
tions, including a Solvency Ratio Directive (Council  of  the EC, 1989) 
along the lines of the Basle Accord, seeking to create a single European 
banking market (Gruson  and Feuring, 1991). 

The Accord was intended to achieve two main objectives. First, and 
according to one official  of the Basle Committee (Hayward , 1991, p. 68 f.) 
more importantly, the Committee wanted "to strengthen the soundness 
and stability of the international banking system" (reduction of interna-
tional systemic risk). Secondly, i t wanted to diminish "an existing source 
of competitive inequality among international banks" (creation of a 
"level playing field"; CBRSP, 1988, p. 2). Whether the Basle Accord is (or 
can be) successful in achieving these aims is sti l l widely debated (Dewa-
tripont  and Tirole,  1992; Di  Cagno, 1990; Hartmann,  1994; Hook,  1994; 
Kapstein,  1991; Kim  and Santomero,  1988; Scott  and Iwahara  (1994); 
Tirole,  1994). In particular, its l imitation to credit or counterparty risk 
exposed i t to the criticism of incomprehensiveness, when banks became 
more and more involved in proprietary trading activities, and led to pres-
sure to incorporate market risks in the Accord's framework.  More 
recently, some have also questioned its coherence (Grenadier  and Hall, 
1996; Hook, 1994; Yellen,  1997). The original objectives w i l l also apply to 
the amendments of the Basle Accord. 

2. The  First  Proposal  to Include  Market  Risks  in the Basle Accord 

In Apr i l 1993 the Basle Committee issued a first  consultative paper on 
"The Supervisory Treatment of Market Risks" (BCBS,  1993b), including 
sections on the l imitation of risks through fluctuations in interest rates, 
share prices and exchange rates. As wi th specific, including credit risk, 
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banks should be forced to hold enough capital to meet almost all possi-
ble losses through general market risk without becoming insolvent. 

For the purpose of forex risk regulation the proposal left a choice 
between two approaches to determine the capital charge related to a 
given overall foreign currency position, a "shorthand method" and a 
"simulation method". The "shorthand method" (see also first  line of 
Table 1) consisted of an 8 percent capital adequacy requirement on the 
MAP measure, as defined in section II. In other words, the MAP of a 
bank must not be greater than 12.5 times capital. The "simulation 
method" was designed to generate hypothetical losses on a banks' forex 
positions wi th daily historical exchange rates five years back and the 
assumption of a two-week holding period. There had to be enough capi-
tal to cover at least 95 percent of the occurring losses. To this number a 
mark-up of 3 percent of MAP was added as an additional risk-buffer, 
intended to achieve a rough equivalence in "toughness" between both 
methods (BCBS,  1993b, p. 42). 

In both cases, spot (including accrued interest), forward,  and option 
positions, as well as certain guarantees were taken into account for every 
single currency, whether they came from foreign exchange dealing or tra-
ditional commercial bank activities. Forward positions were recom-
mended to be measured either at current spot rates or discounted in net 
present values. Offsetting  spot-option positions (hedged positions) could 
be simply carved out of the whole calculation by banks not dealing in 
options. Others had to use the portfolio-delta technique.21 

The industry responses on this proposal were, at best, mixed. In coun-
tries wi th relatively advanced banking systems (for example Canada, 
France, United Kingdom, United States) some expressed the view that i t 
fell back compared to already existing risk management techniques, par-
ticularly exploiting portfolio effects  (diversification).  Other banks 
seemed to have been more favorable. More specifically and related to 
forex risk, the following "six concerns were raised by banks or outside 
observers after the publication of the proposal: 

- The "shorthand method" (MAP) puts all currencies on the same foot-
ing. When, for example, a German bank switches from a Dutch guilder 
position to one in US dollars, the capital charge would remain 
unchanged, although obviously the position's riskiness has changed. 

2 1 The option delta measures the effect  of marginal changes in the price of the 
underlying, here a foreign currency, on the value of the option. E.g., Cox  and 
Rubinstein (1985) show how the same principle can be used to measure the effects 
of small price changes of the underlying on the value of a portfolio of options. 
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- The heart of modern portfolio management is diversification, i.e., the 
reduction of overall risk by exploiting low or negative correlations 
between the returns of different  instruments. I t was felt that risk 
diversification was not sufficiently  rewarded in terms of lower capital 
requirements. On the one hand the scaling factor prevented benefits 
from the consideration of portfolio effects  through the "simulation 
method", on the other hand the capital charges for the three broad 
market risk types (interest rate, share price and forex risk) are strictly 
additive. 

- The 3-percent scaling factor discourages the use of the more precise 
and more costly "simulation method". Moreover, some market partici-
pants already use or are developing more advanced risk management 
techniques. They would be forced to run two systems in parallel 
witout being able to benefit from a lower capital charge through better 
risk measurement. This would be an obstacle for improvements in 
banks' risk management. 

- Derivative instruments usually combine several market risks. For 
example option values depend on the price level of the underlying (e. g. 
of a foreign currency), the volati l i ty of the underlying (vega risk) and 
the level of interest rates (rho risk). Additionally, the relationship 
between underlying price and option price is non-linear, more pre-
cisely convex. For small price changes one can work wi th a linear 
approximation (delta risk), but many asset prices (e.g. exchange rates) 
can " jump" such that the convexity cannot be neglected (gamma risk). 
The proposed regulation for currency options considered delta risk 
alone and, thus, was not comprehensive. 

- A simulation study wi th real forex positions of American banks under-
taken at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco concludes that 
"the proposed level of capital coverage (8 percent of MAP) appears to 
be very conservative" (Levonian , 1994, p. 16). This might indicate a 
too high regulatory burden for both methods. 

- The regulations would not apply to securities firms. This would put 
banks at a competitive disadvantage. 

Of course, regulatory authorities might object to some of the points 
made, for example arguing that correlations between some financial 
instruments might not be sufficiently  stable to be considered or that the 
leptokurticity of exchange rate returns (the fact that large exchange rate 
changes are more likely than in the case of normally distributed returns) 
justifies the "very prudent" 8 percent capital adequacy requirement. 
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3. The  Revised  Proposal  and the Final  Agreement 

Nonetheless, the G-10 regulators seem to have agreed to some points 
made by their country's bankers, such that the Basle Committee devel-
oped a new proposal "Planned Supplement to the Capital Accord to 
Incorporate Market Risks" (BCBS,  1995b), which was adopted wi th some 
additional changes in the "Amendment to the Capital Accord to Incorpo-
rate Market Risk" (BCBS,  1996a). Notice first  the substantial alleviation 
of implied foreign exchange exposure limits as compared to previous 
regulations in most countries in the sample (Table 1). In many cases the 
Basle (and EU) l imit restricting the overall forex position is by a two-
digit factor larger than the national l imit. 

The compromise reached implies several important changes compared 
to the April-1993 paper. The most significant move is the decision to leave 
banks a choice between the use of a "standardized measurement frame-
work" (in the case of forex risk roughly the former  "shorthand method") 
and the use of their own internal  models  to measure market risks, condi-
tional upon the fulfillment  of a list of qualitative and quantitative criteria 
for risk management. Second, the final amendment permits not only the 
recognition of empirical correlations wi th in the broad market risk cate-
gories but also between  those categories when an internal model is used. 
Third, banks wri t ing options themselves, even when choosing the stand-
ardized framework,  would now be obliged to consider gamma (convexity) 
and vega (volatility) risk by applying either a "delta-plus method" or a 
"scenario analysis", simulating simultaneously on underlying price levels 
and volatilities. The standardized simulation method for forex positions 
does not figure in the texts any more. Finally, commodity price risk joined 
interest rate, share price and forex risk as a separate market risk category. 

Banks' internal market risk management models aim at predicting 
potential future losses on current portfolios from historical or random-
generated distributions of asset prices. More specifically, they usually 
attempt to derive a point estimate of "value at risk", i.e., a level of port-
folio return such that there is a given (high) probability (level of confi-
dence) of experiencing a return of less than that level of return. The 
Basle agreement stipulates that the use of these models to determine reg-
ulatory minimum capital has to be approved by the national supervisory 
authority. The qualitative  conditions under which the latter can grant 
approval include 

- the existence of an independent risk control unit producing and ana-
lyzing daily reports about the output of the model used; 
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- regular evaluations of the quality of the model in predicting actual 
portfolio value changes (back-testing programme; BCBS, 1996b); 

- the implementation of a rigorous programme of stress testing, i.e., the 
simulation of potential losses under extreme (low probability) market 
conditions, like currency crises, stock or bond market crashes; 

- the active implication of the senior management in the risk control 
process. 

The quantitative  criteria include 

- the computation of "values at r isk" on a daily basis and their aggrega-
tion assuming a holding period of 10 business days; 

- the application of a 99-percent one-tailed confidence interval to derive 
"value at risk" ; 

- the use of historical price data at least one year back; 

- the consideration of delta, gamma and vega risk for options; 

- meeting a capital requirement expressed as the higher of the previous 
day's "value-at-risk" number and the previous three-month average 
multiplied by 3 + c, where c G [0,1] increases wi th the number of 
model failures over the preceding year as detected in the back-testing 
procedure. 

For external validations of the quality of their internal models banks 
have to provide the details about their system, including the results of 
the back-testing programme, to their regulatory authorities. 

The acceptance of banks' internal market risk management techniques 
means a major shift in the policy of the Basle Committee. In principle, i t 
improves the environment for competition-driven innovations in bank 
risk management. I t should also substantially increase the coherence 
(correct risk weighting) of market risk regulations in G-10 countries. 
However, as any other regulatory scheme i t also has some disadvantages. 
Most visibly, the task of banking supervision becomes much more com-
plex, because of the mult ipl icity of methods which can be applied by dif-
ferent banks. This immediately raises the question of veriflability of the 
quality of the systems. On the one hand, i t might be possible to hide 
"excessive" risk-taking behind a complicated technical apparatus signal-
l ing low risk. This danger w i l l require that regulators hire expensive spe-
cialist staff  from the private sector increasing their costs of supervision. 
On the other hand, the estimation of potential losses from "rare" events 
(tail probabilities) becomes the more inaccurate the less likely the event. 
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Since the quality of a model depends precisely on the coverage of these 
events, back-testing procedures have low statistical power to distinguish 
good from bad models (Kupiec, 1995). The latter is, of course, equally 
relevant for the external bank supervisors and for the internal risk man-
agers. 

Kupiec  and O'Brien (1995 a, c) point to a second, less obvious problem. 
Prudential capital adequacy regulation is based on loss-potentials over 
longer time-horizons than the day-to-day management of banks' trading 
portfolios. Aggregating linearly the daily "values at risk" as produced by 
banks' internal models to longer-horizon market risk measures relies on 
assumptions on the distribution of asset-price returns (such as normality 
or independence of return variances over time) and on the stability of 
trading positions not fulfi l led  in reality. Hence, even if daily "values at 
r isk" are measured accurately, bi-weekly or monthly w i l l generally not 
be accurately measured.22 

In contrast to these supervisory concerns, some larger banks expressed 
reservations to the "excessively conservative" quantitative criteria for 
internal models ("Unscharfe BIZ-Methode...", 1995). While the exploita-
tion of portfolio-effects  across  the four broad risk categories was finally 
permitted, the size  of the multiplication factor,  which has also been sub-
ject to discussion in the consultative process for the revised market risk 
proposal, was left at the level of 3.23 The Committee sticked to the mult i-
plication factor of 3, arguing that inaccuracies related to the simplifying 
assumptions underlying "value-at-risk" models and the uncertainty 
whether historical market price changes represent future price changes 
well enough together wi th the scope for large intra-day positions justi-
fies some conservatism, at least unt i l more experiences wi th these models 
are available.24 

To summarize, the market risk amendment of the 1988 Basle Accord is 
a major step in the international regulation of banks. First, i t opens the 

22 Considering all possible sources of inaccuracy, both overestimation and 
underestimation of market risks is possible. 

23 For example, the managing director of the German banking association was 
quoted as saying that the multiplication by 3 (or more) would make the use of 
internal models more expensive than the standardized method thereby discour-
aging the former's  use ("Deutsche Banken krit isieren...", 1995). I t is not clear 
whether this statement st i l l applies when banks make use of correlations between 
risk categories. For an empirical evaluation of the factor,  see Jackson et al. (forth-
coming). 

24 For a more comprehensive discussion of "value-at-risk" models and their role 
in financial regulation, see Hartmann  (1996) and Jorion (1997). 
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door to a full-scale portfolio view of minimum capital requirements 
(coherence), at least for market risks.25 Second, i t makes G-10 minimum 
standards more comprehensive. Even though i t has to be remarked that 
interest rate risk is only captured for banks' trading books and not for 
the maturity mismatches between assets and liabilities arising in bank-
ing books (BCBS, 1993 a, 1997). Third, by allowing for banks' internal 
risk models i t fundamentally changes the relationship between financial 
institutions and their regulators. The Committee decided that the amend-
ment should be fully effective  in G-10 countries (and Luxemburg) at the 
beginning of 1998. 

4. The EU Capital  Adequacy  Directives 

In contrast to the chronology of credit risk regulation (1988 Basle 
Accord), in the case of market risk regulation i t was the European Union 
which led the G-10 wi th the adoption of its March-1993 Capital Ade-
quacy Directive ("CAD I" , Conseil  des Communautés  Européennes , 1993; 
see line 2 of Table 1). Since this Directive had to be transformed by the 
EU countries unt i l the end of July 1995 (being fully effective  by January 1, 
1996), i t is worthwile comparing i t w i th the Basle proposal. 

First, while the EU Directive directly applies to banks and some other 
financial institutions, the Basle Committee's competence is l imited only to 
banks.26 Nonetheless, the CAD is very close to the first  Basle market risk 
proposal (BCBS,  1993b), leaving a choice between an 8 percent capital 
adequacy requirement on MAP and simulation methods. However, in meas-
uring the forex positions' risk potential, banks in EU countries can reduce 
the capital charge by taking particular exchange rate correlations or 

25 However, for those banks using the standardized measurement framework 
capital requirements for foreign exchange risk w i l l remain strictly additive to 
those of the other market risk categories. 

2 6 Init ial ly the Basle Committee and the International Organization of Securi-
ties Commissions (IOSCO) tried to coordinate their efforts  to issue a joint proposal 
for banks and  nonbank financial institutions. However, when the IOSCO did not 
come up wi th its proposal, the Committee went ahead alone, which seem to have 
disturbed the relationship between both bodies ("Banks Warned...", 1994). While 
cooperation between Basle and IOSCO was resumed recently (BCBS and IOSCO, 
1995; Tripartite Group, 1995), there is sti l l no explicit proposal for the interna-
tional harmonization of prudential securities firms regulations. The regulation of 
these non-deposit taking institutions has focused unt i l recently on fairness and 
conduct of business rules. However, wi th the increasing integration of banking 
and investment business (OECD,  1993) i t is now more and more questioned that 
they cannot be a source of systemic risk. Therefore,  the G-7 Summit in Lyon 
asked for better coordination between the different  types of financial regulators. 

14 Kredit und Kapital 2/1997 
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intergovernmental exchange rate arrangements into account. In particu-
lar, when the MAP measure is used, then offsetting  long and short posi-
tions in two "narrowly" correlated currencies w i l l require a capital charge 
of only 4 percent of the respective position's amount - implying a forex 
exposure l imit of 2,500 percent of capital. Moreover, if the exchange rate 
of two currencies is related through a legally binding intergovernmental 
contract, then the capital on offsetting  long and short positions in these 
currencies can be as low as half the maximum percentage change allowed 
for the respective exchange rate in the arrangement times the amount of 
those positions (8 percent for non-offsetting  positions). 

The Directive allows for a simulation approach (which was dropped 
from the recent Basle amendment) but gives more degrees of freedom 
concerning its specification than the old Basle proposal. For example, 
the simulations can also be done wi th an observation period covering the 
preceding three years, but then the confidence interval has to be of the 
order of 99 percent (instead of 95 percent wi th data five years back). The 
option of a reduced capital charge for currencies wi th binding exchange 
rate arrangements can also be applied to the simulation methods.27 How-
ever, there is no "scaling factor" to be added on the capital charge result-
ing from any of the chosen simulation methods. As the old Basle pro-
posal the EU CAD neglects gamma and vega risks for options and, most 
importantly, does not allow banks to use their own internal risk manage-
ment models. Capital requirements for foreign exchange and other 
market risks are strictly additive excluding the exploitation of correla-
tions between them. Other differences  between both regulations concern 
the definition of capital, the definition of the trading book and the 
weighting of (specific) equity price risk. 

This comparison reveals a coordination problem now created between 
EU and G-10 regulators, in particular on the use of internal models. As 
both texts read at this point, banks from non-EU G-10 countries like the 
US or Japan could use their internal models in the future while, for 
example, those from Germany, France or the UK could not. However, 
some countries concerned seem to have reached a compromise wi th the 
EU Commission on the issue of internal "value-at-risk" models, the so-

2 7 Even more reduced capital charges can also be applied to offsetting  positions 
in EU countries' currencies participating in stage I I of European Monetary Union. 
The minimum capital requirement amounts to 1.6 percent of these positions' 
amounts (exposure l imit : 6,250 percent of capital). However, the 1992/1993 disrup-
tions in European exchange markets and the subsequent enlargement of exchange 
rate bands might have rendered this passage obsolete. 
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called "Amsterdam Accord". This is, for example, reflected in a notice by 
the Bank of  England (1995) on the transformation  of the EU CAD in the 
United Kingdom. The Bank actually allows for internal models, but 
requires benchmark tests which ensure that the capital requirements 
found wi th them do not fall below those that would result from the EU 
simulation method (Bank of  England, 1995, par. 8.65 f.). In order to keep 
the burden resulting from this double forex risk measurement low, 
benchmark tests w i l l have to be realized only about every six months. 
Other countries have delayed the transformation  of the CAD. By Apr i l 22, 
1996 only six EU members had notified its implementation to the Com-
mission.28 

In response to this coordination problem and experiences wi th CAD I 
the EU Commission has launched a working group on its amendment 
("CAD II") which has recently put out a proposal (Commission, 1997) 
wi th a Basle-type internal models approach. The EU Banking Advisory 
Committee recommends that CAD I I should come into force at the same 
time as the Basle market risk amendment. However, at the present time 
i t is not clear whether EU countries w i l l be able to meet this timetable. 

5. The  Pre-Commitment  Approach 

During the Basle negotiation process a group of research economists at 
the US Federal Reserve Board developed a blueprint for a different  regime, 
which is particularly designed for resolving the regulators' verification 
problems in the "internal models approach" (Kupiec  and O'Brien,  1995 b; 
1995 d). This new approach has its roots in incentive and contract theory. 
Banks would be obliged to pre-commit to a maximum cumulative trading 
loss for any two weeks of a quarter, usually based on their model simula-
tions, and to set aside enough capital to cover this maximum loss pre-com-
mitment. Violations of the maximum loss would be penalized wi th fines to 
be paid or other regulatory interventions, which could be pre-determined 
as a gradual ladder of responses, in order to avoid forbearance. 

The attractiveness of the pre-commitment approach comes from a shift 
of responsibility for model selection and verification from regulators to 
the market. Moreover, additional factors such as the possibility of 
dynamic portfolio adjustments, operational and model risk w i l l be 

28 These countries were Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and 
the UK (Blaschke, 1996). Germany's implementation is now expected to take unt i l 
well into 1998. 

14! 
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accounted for in a natural way, without resort to an always somewhat 
arbitrary "scaling factor".  To keep regulatory capital as low as possible 
while avoiding penalties, i t is in banks' own best interest to improve 
their quantitative and qualitative risk management techniques. 

Some limitations of this new approach have been put forward  (partly 
by its inventors themselves). For example, in case of a general systemic 
crisis penalties would have to be waived. It was also warned that regula-
tors should not withdraw completely from looking at banks' in-house 
models. While the pre-commitment approach is currently tested by banks 
and US regulators under a pilot study coordinated by the New York 
Clearing House, the discussion about i t in Europe has only begun.29 

6. New  Zealand's  Public  Disclosure  Approach 

There is a further  piece of evidence that universal support for a uni-
form, "one rule fits al l" solvency-ratio approach in the spirit of the Basle 
Capital Accord is dwindling among industrial countries. The Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand has abolished foreign exchange exposure limits in 
January 1996 (Reserve  Bank of  New  Zealand, 1995, 1996). This measure 
is coupled wi th a general switch to a public disclosure regime that 
obliges locally incorporated banks and branches of overseas banks to 
publish a large amount of information formerly  only reported to the cen-
tral bank on a confidential basis. The information comprehends, inter 
alia,  credit concentration, related party exposure, capital positions 
according to the Basle Accord of 1988, exposures to market risks -
including not only the foreign  exchange position  but also equity and 
interest rate risk exposure - , and exposure to other banks. Finally, bank 
directors have to sign the disclosure statements declaring that they are 
not false or misleading. In case of violations they can be personally 
liable for depositors' losses. 

The authorities of New Zealand state that this approach can contribute 
to the soundness of the banking system through greater emphasis on 
market discipline, together wi th a l imited core of prudential regulation 
and some modifications in supervision (Reserve  Bank of  New  Zealand, 
1994, p. 6). In order "to maintain international credibility and to avoid 
possible costs to the banking system which could arise from a disconti-
nuation of the BIS capital adequacy framework",  the application of the 

29 For a more comprehensive comparison of the pre-commitment and Basle 
approaches, see Kupiec  and O'Brien (1995d). 
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Basle Accord on credit risk is not abolished (ibid.,  p. 12). Apparently 
trying to reduce moral hazard from expectations that insolvent banks 
would be bailed out, "neither the Government nor the Reserve Bank in 
any sense "underwrites" the soundness of individual banks" (ibid.,  p. 6). 

This "relaxation" of banking regulation had met resistence from pro-
ponents of strict capital adequacy regulations. However, its impact w i l l 
be l imited since most of New Zealand's banks are actually foreign 
owned and therefore  supervised by outside regulators ("New Zealand 
abolishes...", 1996). For the same reason i t has been argued that i t 
cannot be generally applied, in particular not by countries wi th mostly 
domestic bank ownership. 

IV. Forex Risk Regulation, Exchange Rate Volatility 
and Capital Controls 

The most striking feature of the comparison of existing and proposed 
or future (minimum requirements for)  forex risk regulations (see Table 1) 
is that the former  seem to be much more restrictive. In all cases where 
explicit general exposure limits exist, they are much lower and capital 
definitions are rather less generous than those in the Basle market risk 
proposal and the EU Capital Adequacy Directive (Austria, France, Ger-
many, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, UK). Switzerland is an excep-
tion insofar as the overall position l imit is only slightly more restrictive 
through the use of GAP Limits in Australia, Finland, Japan and Portu-
gal are not known to the general public. I t is also not known whether 
"moral suasion" by regulatory authorities in Belgium, Denmark and the 
US keeps position taking of their banks wi th in the range of the limits of 
other countries. 

In this sense, the 8 percent capital adequacy requirement for the overall 
forex position seems to have been the least common denominator on which 
agreement could be reached. However, these 8 percent was argued to be 
very conservative, even from a prudential point of view (Levonian, 1994). 
This might suggest that current forex exposure limits in industrial coun-
tries were not motivated by prudential considerations alone. The experi-
ence in developing countries, for example, shows their use to support 
exchange rate, exchange control and monetary policies (Hartmann,  1994). 

Recent turbulences in the foreign exchange markets have revived 
demands for measures "throwing sand in the wheels of international 
finance" in order to achieve exchange rate stability among industrial 
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countries. The preferred  measures by proponents of capital controls are 
compulsory interest-free  deposit requirements on short positions in 
domestic currency (Eichengreen  and Wyplosz,  1993) or on domestic-cur-
rency lending to non-residents (Eichengreen, Tobin  and Wyplosz,  1995), 
before a global transaction tax on forex transactions becomes feasible 
(Tobin,  1978). Others have argued that these measures would be rather 
futile or even harmful  (Garber  and Taylor,  1995; Kenen, 1995; Kupiec , 
1996). Could forex exposure limits be effective  to prevent destabilizing 
speculation? 

One main counterargument against this idea is that, in contrast to the 
deposit requirements, they are often l imited to commercial banks. First, 
banks usually do not take (trading) positions as large as those taken by 
some other players in the market and, second, these other players can 
continue to invest in currencies as before.  Goldstein et al. (1993, pp. 5 -7 ) 
compare the regulations for currency exposure of different  financial 
institutions in six major industrial countries.30 Although the introduc-
tion of the Basle market risk proposal would submit all commercial 
banks in the G-10 countries (plus Luxembourg) to the same minimum 
prudential limits, hedge funds, nonfinancial corporations, and non-EU 
securities houses could continue to take positions as they wished. More-
over, other types of investment funds (including pension and mutual 
funds) and insurance companies are often less restricted in their acquisi-
t ion of foreign currency assets or liabilities by their national regulators 
than commercial banks. 

Another point is that, in most cases, banks have to comply to the limits 
at the end of each business day, while being able to take larger intra-day 
positions. In fact, regulators are hardly able to enforce compliance to 
intra-day limits, which might reduce their effectiveness  against short-term 
speculative attacks on fixed parities. In any case, the existence of rela-
tively restrictive limits in many industrial countries did not prevent specu-
lative attacks and recent initiatives to improve forex risk regulations w i l l -
in the aggregate - rather increase  the banking sector's maximum possible 
forex position. If a single country would try to use its freedom to keep or 
introduce more restrictive limits, forex business would shift abroad and 
position-taking would happen from outside that country. For this reason 
and the stiff  competition between internationally active banks i t is likely 

3 0 The countries considered were France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United King-
dom and United States. Regulations for the European Union as a whole were also 
reported. 
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that no EU country w i l l exceed the 8 percent requirement after the trans-
formation of the 1993 CAD into national laws.31 The same applies to G-10 
countries and the new Basle regime. I t seems that at present there is l i t t le 
scope for the use of forex exposure limits as a means to l imit currency 
speculation by institutions from industrial countries. 

Finally, we note that there can even appear a conflict between pruden-
t ial forex risk regulation and exchange rate stabilisation. To see why, 
take the example of a simple simulation method, as outlined in the first 
Basle proposal for market risks. A long position in a currency which has 
depreciated over the last five years w i l l thus be considered "riskier" 
than a short position, leading banks to hold this currency rather short, 
while a currency wi th the opposite long-term trend w i l l instead tend to 
be held long. This is not to say that this currency is objectively riskier 
but rather that since its historical distribution of exchange rate changes 
is skewed to the right, i.e., depreciations appear to be more likely than 
appreciations, the simulation method w i l l punish long positions wi th 
higher required capital than short positions. As discovered in the Basle 
Committee's background studies, this punishment w i l l be the more 
pronounced the larger the required confidence interval. Most im-
portantly, if the simulation technique is standardized by the regulator 
(time horizon, holding period, etc.) the evaluation of the "riskiness" of a 
currency position in this sense is the same for any bank. Consequently, 
under the assumptions made above, the forex exposure regulation can 
reinforce  exchange rate movements and, thus, increase  the amplitude of 
exchange rate movements.32 

31 This view is confirmed, for example, by the Bank of  England's  document 
(1995) describing the Directive's transformation  into UK law. 

32 The argument is related to the possible effects  of technical analysis and port-
folio insurance (program trading) in financial markets. In fact, the Basle Commit-
tee seems to have been aware of this problem. Although not mentioned in the text 
of the proposal, i t seems to have been one reason to choose a 95 percent confi-
dence interval plus a scaling factor instead of a 99 percent confidence interval 
alone in the simulation method of the original market risk proposal. 

This problem is particularly visible in developing countries or countries in tran-
sition to a market economy wi th systematically depreciating home currencies 
( Hartmann , 1994). In their situation, prudential considerations would suggest to 
restrict short foreign currency positions more than long foreign currency positions. 
However, this w i l l reinforce  selling of the home currency by local banks thereby 
accelerating the depreciation trend and possibly countering macroeconomic stabi-
lisation efforts.  A striking example for this conflict is the contradictory regulation 
in the Slovak Republic, where one department of the National Bank imposes more 
restrictive limits on short positions while another department imposes more 
restrictive limits on long positions. 
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The EU Capital Adequacy Directive limits the potential for those 
effects  by giving a greater choice wi th respect to the specification of the 
simulation techniques, for example, concerning the period of historical 
exchange rate data. The new Basle amendment goes even further  by per-
mitt ing each bank to use its internal model. If regulators endorse differ-
ent types of these models, then the diversification effect  could be even 
stronger. Another solution to this conflict is the use of strictly symmetric 
capital requirements as those of the standardized Basle approach. 

V. Conclusions 

In the present paper first  recent developments concerning foreign 
exchange risk regulations in industrial countries were discussed. Most 
industrial countries (except, e.g., the United States) impose end-of-day 
overall foreign currency exposure limits related to capital, without 
allowing for the consideration of correlations between specific curren-
cies. Some countries additionally l imit single currency positions. While 
the risk-weights implied by the position measures used are quite arbi-
trary from the point of view of financial theory, quantitative limits are 
very restrictive. 

Recent initiatives by the G-10 and the EU to harmonize these regula-
tions in the spirit of the 1988 Basle Accord imply more elaborated and 
less restrictive limits. The Basle Committee's new market risk decision 
allows for the use of banks' internal risk management techniques, if they 
meet certain standards. However, the EU Capital Adequacy Directive 
does not, implying a coordination problem between both regulations. 
CAD II, which is now negotiated in Brussels, could solve that in the 
future, but w i l l come too late to avoid a costly transitory regulatory 
regime for European banks. Supervisory concerns expressed regarding 
the internal models approach put emphasis on veriflability problems, 
while more advanced banks sti l l f ind risk measurement too conservative. 
New Zealand recently stepped out of line by deciding that banks w i l l 
have to disclose their foreign exchange exposure to the general public 
and abolishing formal forex limits. While this step has been regarded 
wi th suspicion by many countries' regulators, the growing debate about 
the precommitment approach signals the increasing interest in more 
incentives-oriented regulations and the decreasing importance of uni-
form, "one rule fits al l" regulations. Finally, prudential forex exposure 
limits are found not to be an effective  measure to l imit currency specula-
tion in industrial country currencies. 
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By permitting banks to use internal risk management models recogniz-
ing correlations between different  market risk types the Basle Committee 
now accepted that a comprehensive and incentive compatible market 
risk regulation cannot consider forex risk seperately from interest rate, 
share and commodity price risk. Future research efforts  should go into 
measurement techniques integrating these different  types of risk and 
better capturing the tai l behaviour of return distributions. In particular, 
empirical research should test the stability of correlations found 
between, say, currency prices and interest rates and identify their behav-
iour in abnormal situations. This could help deciding whether the G-10 
regulators can safely allow for a lower multiplication factor for the 
determination of prudential capital requirements from banks' internal 
risk models, a step from which the former  have shied away so far. 

A second issue which should be at center stage of future research is the 
differential  treatment of banks and non-bank financial institutions. Par-
ticularly important is the question whether or which non-bank financial 
insitutions are a source of systemic risk and, thus, have to be subject to 
the same regulations as commercial banks. While the European Union 
already included investment companies in the 1993 Capital Adequacy 
Directive, additional considerations are required if a further  integration 
of banks and insurance companies is observed (OECD,  1993; Tripartite 
Group, 1995). 
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Summary 

Capital Adequacy and Foreign Exchange Risk Regulation: 
Theoretical Considerations and Recent Developments in Industrial Countries 

Capital adequacy regulations put forward  by the Basle Committee on Banking 
Supervision have virtually become an international standard of prudential regula-
tion. Recent decisions by the Group of Ten and the European Union extend this 
approach to market risks, including foreign exchange risk. The present paper pro-
vides a discussion of exposure limits, as implied by capital adequacy require-
ments, mainly focusing on the example of currency risk. Some theoretical issues 
are addressed in the paper together wi th descriptions and comparisons of existing 
and future regulations, in 15 industrial countries. I t turns out that previous forex 
exposure limits in many industrial countries were more restrictive than could be 
expected from purely prudential considerations. However, the newly adopted 
minimum requirements should lead to an alleviation of existing regulations. 
Furthermore, a change of approach by the Basle Committee, allowing banks to use 
their own risk management models, creates a coordination problem between G-10 
and EU regulations, which requires an amendment (CAD II) of the 1992 Capital 
Adequacy Directive. I t is also argued that prudential limits are not the appropri-
ate instrument to fight speculative capital flows in developed financial markets. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Kapitalvorschriften und die Regulierung von Wechselkursrisiken: 
Theoretische Betrachtungen und jüngste Entwicklungen in den Industrieländern 

Kapitaladäquanzvorschriften,  wie sie vom Basel-Komitee für Bankaufsicht ent-
wickelt wurden, sind nahezu ein internationaler Standard der prudentiellen Bank-
regulierung geworden. Jüngste Entscheidungen der G-10 und der Europäischen 
Union erweitern diesen Ansatz auf Marktrisiken im allgemeinen und Wechselkurs-
risiken im speziellen. Der vorliegende Art ikel diskutiert die Limits auf Bankposi-
tionen, wie sie aus Kapitalvorschriften  resultieren, und konzentriert sich dabei im 
wesentlichen auf das Beispiel der Devisenmarktpositionen und des Wechselkurs-
risikos. Dabei werden einige theoretische Überlegungen den aktuellen und 
zukünftigen Regulierungen in 15 Industrieländern gegenübergestellt. Die früheren 
Devisenmarktlimits für Banken scheinen restriktiver zu sein, als man aus rein 
prudentiellen Erwägungen erwarten würde. Jedoch werden die zuletzt verabschie-
deten Regulierungen für die G-10 und die EU zu einer Abschwächung dieser 
Limits führen. Des weiteren hat die Entscheidung des Basel-Komitees, bankinterne 
Risikomodelle zur Ermittlung des regulatorischen Mindestkapitals zuzulassen, ein 
Koordinationsproblem zwischen G-10- und EU-Regulierungen herbeigeführt,  das 
durch eine neue EU-Kapitaladäquanzrichtlinie (CAD II) gelöst werden muß. Es 
wird ebenfalls argumentiert, daß prüdentielle Limits kein geeignetes Instrument 
zur Bekämpfung spekulativer Kapitalflüsse in entwickelten Finanzsystemen sind. 

Résumé 

Adéquation des fonds propres et régulation des risques de change: 
considérations théoriques et évolutions récentes dans les pays industrialisés 

Les règlements sur l'adéquation des fonds propres bancaires développés par le 
Comité de Bâles sont presque devenus un standard international de la régulation 
bancaire prudentielle. Les décisions récentes du Groupe des 10 et de l 'Union Euro-
péenne étendent cette approche aux risques du marché en général et aux risques 
de change, en particulier. L'article discute ici des plafonds de risques bancaires 
impliqués par les règlements des fonds propres minimum et se concentre essentiel-
lement sur l'exemple des positions en devises étrangères et du risque de change. 
Quelques réflexions théoriques sont considérées ici, décrivant et comparant les 
réglementations actuelles et futures dans 15 pays industrialisés. Les plafonds ban-
caires précédentes semblent plus restrictifs  que ceux auxquels on s'attendrait 
selon des considérations purement prudentielles. Cependant, les réglementations 
dernièrement adoptées par le Groupe des 10 et l 'UE entraîneront  un allégement de 
ces limites. De plus, la décision du Comité de Bâles autorisant les banques à ut i l i -
ser leurs propres modèles de gestion des risques pour déterminer le capital mini-
mum régulateur a créé un problème de coordination entre les réglementations du 
Groupe des 10 et de l 'UE; ce qui requiert un amendement (CAD II) de la directive 
sur les capitaux suffisants  (Capital Adequacy Directive). On argumente aussi que 
les limites prudentielles ne sont pas l'instrument approprié pour lutter contre les 
flux de capitaux spéculatifs dans des systèmes financiers développés. 
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